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celebrity sneakers
ivy park by beyoncé
johnny coca at 
mulberry
melissa x jeremy scott
youtube-famous 
beauty
plastic surgery
diamond facials
makeup inspired 
by asian dramas
muji to go
360 ° cameras
en route: rio favelas

far from so-so
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with orange is the new black’s ,  kimiko glenn

celebrity 
fashion, beauty 
& accessories 

we’re starry-
eyed about



Good Time is a Chinese romantic drama centred on two leads with a fear of commitment, 
and Wang Xiao Chen plays Mao Xiao Chun, a feisty nurse who finds herself falling for a 
wealthy businessman. Here, her dewy complexion and flushed cheeks help her look the 

picture of love.    

Good Time airs on Jia Le Channel (Singtel TV channel 502) from 18 May, Mondays to 
Fridays at 11pm. Photo: Wang Xiao Chen in Good Time, courtesy Singtel TV.

the look 
of love

the look

MAKE UP FOR EVER 
LIP FEVER PINK 
ARTIST LIP BALM 
IN #920
One swipe of this 
gives you a layer 
of glossy cool-
toned pink and 
the moisturising 
feel of a lip 
balm. 
$42, Sephora

L’ORÉAL MAKEUP DESIGNER 
PARIS BROW ARTIST 
CHISEL STRAIGHT
To get full yet neat 
brows, first use the 
bristle brush to fill in 
the colour in a zigzag 
motion, then use the 
pointed felt tip to 
shape the ends of your 
brows precisely. 
$19.90, Watsons, 
Guardian and Sasa

CHANEL UV ESSENTIEL 
MULTI-PROTECTION 
DAILY DEFENDER 
SPF50+/PA+++
This sunscreen 
gives UV protection 
from within, by 
strengthening the 
skin’s natural 
ability to defend 
itself against 
external aggressors. 
Important, 
considering all the 
sun and haze we have 
to face regularly.
$85, CHANEL Beauty 
stores and counters

ALLIES OF SKIN 
MOLECULAR SAVIOUR 
TONER MIST
There’s no alcohol 
in this mist so it’s 
not at all drying, 
plus it has a non-
evaporation formula 
due to the heavier 
molecular weight of 
the pure rosewater, 
which helps calm and 
balance the skin.
$69, alliesofskin.com

KATE TOKYO 
POWDERY MOUSSE BB
A lightweight 
cream-to-powder 
that’s suitable 
for combination 
to oily skin, so 
any glow on your 
face won’t be 
from overactive 
oil glands.
$23.50, selected 
Watsons and Sasa 
stores

GUERLAIN LA PETITE 
ROBE NOIRE LIPSTICK IN 
001 MY FIRST LIPSTICK
Another moisturising 
lip colour we like 
to keep close – this 
Guerlain lipstick was 
inspired by the iconic 
Le Petite Robe Noir 
fragrance. One layer 
of this shade gives 
just a tint of pink, 
and a few extra layers 
leaves an almost-neon 
pink.
$46, Guerlain counters 
and Sephora

CHANEL LA SOLUTION 10 
DE CHANEL
Chanel promises 
this moisturiser 
is gentle enough 
for sensitive skin: 
it only contains 
10 ingredients to 
keep the formula as 
uncomplicated as 
possible, and all 
10 work to gently 
moisturise and 
soothe irritated 
skin, while boosting 
the skin’s barrier 
strength. 
$125, CHANEL Beauty 
stores and counters

LANCÔME ABSOLUE 
PRECIOUS 
CELLS WHITE 
AURA SKINTONE 
BRIGHTENING CARE 
CC CREAM
Besides providing 
SPF50/PA+++ UV 
protection, this 
luxurious CC 
cream conceals 
blemishes, 
hydrates the 
skin, and adds 
an instant glow 
thanks to the 
Absolue White 
Aura’s advanced 
brightening 
technology.
$160, Lancôme 
counters

NYX WHIPPED 
LIP AND CHEEK 
SOUFFLÉ IN 
PINK CLOUD
A few dots of 
this liquid 
formula on 
the cheeks, 
followed by 
some good 
blending, are 
all you need 
for a natural 
flush. 
$13, Sephora

L’ORÉAL PARIS ELSEVE 
HYALURON MOISTURE MASK
For sleek tresses like 
Wang Xiao Chen’s, apply 
this hair mask as a weekly 
treatment, focusing on 
the hair ends. There’s no 
silicone in the formula, 
so you won’t irritate 
your scalp with silicone 
buildup.
$15.90, Watsons, Guardian 
and Fairprice


